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ffi Industrial engineering is often at the forefront of the

ffi practtcal use of technology, simulation, analytics and op-

ffi erational intelligence to improve the systematic approach

ffi to process design and improvement. The contemp orary

ffi industrial engineer now has the ability to use analytics

within manufacturing's design and improvement pro-

cesses to drive performance and business intelligence to new

plateaus.

Predictive analytics can help manufacturers correlate pro-

cessing parameters to lost overall equipment effectiveness, pre-

dict specific preventive maintenance requirements, develop

processing expectation patterns to perform afice and offer a

wide range of data-driven business decision support.

The k.y to success is applying the right tools, a systematic

approach to the operational intelligence design process and a

sustainable model of analysis and adjustments, all while con-

taining the efforts in terms of costs and benefits.

It is also important to recogni ze that simulation modeling

and predictive analytics are best-suited for org anuzations fac-

ing either high caprtal investment decisions or that frequently

make operational resourcing decisions when {aced with vola-

tile demand. Collecting the data and then modeling and arua-

lyzingrt are significant investments. Therefore, you should use

modeling and analytics selectively as a risk-avoidance or cost

improvement effort.
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Our goal is to provide a specific approach to analytic intel-

ligence that is realistic, results-oriented and cost-effective. A
fundamental requirement of success is a proven systematic

approach, a developed template that afiy organrzation can

implement to meet its competitive challenges. The measures

of success include the outcomes of the long-term intelligence

improvements as well as the cost and timing of the long-term

processes to get there.

1. Pick the members and champion of your perfor-
mance /operational intelligence tearrr. The selection of a

champion and team members, not to mention leadership and

technical support for this type of assignment, often is driven by

individual business cultural processes. Three specific recom-

mendations could help ensure the long-term success of this

endeavor. The first is to select a team leader who believes in

statistical modeling and has a practical understanding of com-

plex statistical modeling's implications.

Second, select a technical member or partner who has a

proven record of analytics success in production processes.

Often, this is not a current employee. Since this person's role

might be project-specific, it's less important to have a full-time

worker on board.

Third, establish a pilot team andplan to ro11 the outcomes

into the current :rnanagement's standard operating procedures.

The orgartrzation can establish new pilot teams as programs

ro11 to the other assets targeted for improvement.

2. Identify the project objectives and expected out-

comes of the modelirg effort. The selected team must de-

termine specific and challenging outcomes for the assignment.

The intent is to ensure that the modeling outcomes are real-

istic, relevant, cost-effective and understandable. This is often

the perfect time for the team to decide whether the modeling

efforts will cost too much, if this is the appropriate time or if
the needed analytic al datais generally available. Depending on

the project's objectives, a simplified design assessment may be

an appropriate route.

3. Mup the intended analytical simulation process

in detail. A process mapping exercise can help the team

establish a clearly defined set of goals, along with creating a

unified understanding of the system. This document must

include routine and nonroutine process steps, queueing re-

quirements and options, cycle times and varlafices, statistical

models of interference times and occurrences, labor require-

ments and limitations, and appropriate production inputs

such as volumes, mix and variations. The process of mapping

the intended situation will challenge the seemingly obvious

inputs and parameters, as well as establish a priority for what

analytics are needed to make sure the modeling solutions

have the desired effects.

4. Prioritize the analytics selected for the simulation

models. Using historic al analytics can remove the opinions

and assumptions of the team, helping move the discussion to a

strictly data-driven model. The sources o{ data analytics can be

similar processes with production monitoring, historical PLC

data of capital performance, inventory status and quantities

from ERP systems, historical staffing records, etc. These ana-

lytics can be collected across minute time frames arrd clearly

define the statistical performance implications oflabor, caprtal,

inventory, model mix, etc.

5. Select the appropriate simulation technology and

partners. The unique aspects of this type of process design

assessment often require teaming partners with investment in

technology. The simulation modeling and analytrcs consulting

options are often driven by the marketing programs of these

technology organtzations. Selecting the appropriate partners is

critical to cost-effective designs, timely and relevant decisions

and long-term success. Enterprises should base these selections

on the partners' cultu ral {rt with the org antzation, situational

production and process experience, and their proven technical

capability.

6. Develop the operational intelligence simulation

and assess specific costs and benefits. The model develop-

ment process will require individual team member expertise,

and effectively communicating the pro grarnming, analytics,

output reporting and statistical transparency can help develop

trust. The modeling statistician should provide the team with
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a timely summary of the analytic sources, statistical summaries

and explanations and required inferences. There's always the

risk that the team could see simulation modeling as nothing

more than complex programming and code, so modeling ex-

perts should constantly refer to and revise the process mapping

to ensure a cohesive team effort.

7. Redefine and revise the operational intelligence

simulation models to ensure long-terrn relevance and

success. The design efforts of this team are based on the best

data and collective knowledge members can collect. Plan and

expect timely gates of significant team decisions. However,

details and revisions should be refined and revised throughout

the assignment. The ongoing predicted operational costs can

begin with an optimal solution that can be improved as ad-

ditional analytics and models are recycled and adapted by new

analytics.

8. Develop and document the long-term roleso re-
sponsibilities and measures of analytics success. Orga-

nrzations should use analytics and simulation modeling trt a

selective manner. This tool can be improved for future use

in terms of proper assignment selection, individual capabili-

ties and passions, consistent statisttcal and simulation models

and pro c ess es, standard op e ratingpro cedures and defi ned team

expectations. Carefully measuring lessons learned andrefining

this process will ensure the organrzatron's modeling success. In

addition, tn orgafization's experience with these design as-

sessment tools will determine appropriate timing and mile-

stone expectations during future assignments.
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Recent successes in the appropriate use of analytics and opera-

tional intelligence included stories about an automotive com-

ponent manuhcturer, a maker of electric motors and pumps,

and a car company.

Success story 1: The first automotive component manu-

factsrer used current asset performance analytics to model,

predict and prevent nonplanned lost time in production. The

company was servicingall of the major U.S. automotive com-

panies with customer-specific versions and options ofits prod-

ucts. The asset investment was the major production cost, and

the production philosophy to maxrmtze return demanded a

24/7 production operation and schedule. The production re-

quirements did not requireJlT (just-in-time) delivery but cer-

tainly were limited by reasonable working caprtal quantities,

containers and space. Therefore, frequent changeovers, typi-

cally one per shift, oo each of the production lines provided

an opportunity for process variation. In addition, processing

parameters were often product-specific, conditional to the

current environment and dependent upon technical decisions

made by varied personnel.

Process control charts were in place based on timely opera-

tor interactions and internal MES (manufacturing execution

system) designs. The overall OEE performancewas 60 percent

to 70 percent for each line over a typrcal month. A major is-

sue is that. the process controls were based on the best his-

torical knowledg. of the asset and program designers. These

people are extremely knowledgeable and could be considered

industry experts. However, there were nearly 100 processing

parameters realistically associated with any instant of produc-

tion for just one line. Monitoring these parameters across the

product and conditional mixes required assumptions of ex-

pected tolerances and allowed technical personnel on site the

autonomy to make decisions. The contemporary ability to

collect extremely granular, high performance time-series data

gives rnanagement the statistical ability to drive significant im-
provement.

A pilot team was established. Team members followed a sys-

tematic approach, using a wide range of predictive analytics

to identify what process parameters correlated to OEE losses.

The immediate outcomes were driven by team-directed statis-

tical, simulation models of process variations, unexpected cor-

relations, tolerance adjustments and other analytical tools that

provided significant knowledge to the technical and manage-

rial leadership. Specific process controls that limited operator

tnteractions, new and adjusted MES controls ofproceSsing pa-

rameters and streaming feedback of processing performance

has driven the OEE performance on this line to nearly 85

percent.

This represented nearly a 40 percent improvement over the

past year. In addition, process performance moving forward

will offer a sustainable improvement opportunity as process

and product parurneters change. This program has been es-

tablished across all of the parallel lines within this fr'cllity with
similar improvement results.

Success story 2: The second success story involves stra-

tegic planning for a new hctory design. One of the world's

leading suppliers ofmission-critical electric motors andpumps

for the oil, gas, nuclear, indust rral andchemical markets relied

on predictive simulation and analytics to plan an ambitious

growth strategy and successfully communicate this vision of
change to employees, customers and investors. To caprtaltze

on opportunities across a number of its growing markets, the

company recogni zed that it needed to undertake a business

transformation project that focused on maxtmtzing efficiency,

alignin g capacity to demand and boosting profitability.

Having already achieved substantial growth (from $22 mil-
lion in 2011 to $32 million by 201,5), the next stage was devel-

oping aplanthat would double its main manuhcturing facility

in size to increase the number of units it could produce.

In the past, the org artLzation used Fxcel to perform opera-

tional analysis and macro-level strategic plannirg. Given the

importance and scale of the change required to meet acceler-

ating demand, the executive management team decided that
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static Excel analysis could not help the organuzation deliver

alrd communicate an accurate, trusted growth plan. The en-

terprise needed to model the complex dynamics of its opera-

tional processes more fully to underst and how the business

would look in five to 10 years, what future opportunities there

might be and how operations would evolve over that period.

Most importantly, the enterprise needed to underst and

the timing of k.y asset investments. Complex resources and

process variables all needed to be fictored in, including new

equipment specifications and capabilities, quantities and skills

of labor, subassembly processes, cranes, forklifts and back-

office policies and workflows.

Having concluded that Excel would not be a suitable tool,

the design team looked at how predictive simulation and ana-

lytics could be used to create a virtual dynamic factory. The

team created a "virtualfactory" model that presented a picture

of its manuhcturing operations as they would evolve over the

next five to 10 years.

The model highlighted exactly what would be required

to meet demand and maxtmrze profitability. The analysis

factored in multiple influencers of plant capactty and perfor-

mance, including factory layout, equipment requirements,

shift patterns and peaks and valleys of demand. The model

encompassed k.y milestones and product mixes and identified
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exactly what processes and resources would be needed at each

milestone to keep pace with predicted demand.

This deep insight means that the business had a robust

framework for producing relevant predictive analytics that can

pre-empt forecast changesin the business, ensuring that pro-

ductivity remains high and that costs are minrmtzed. It also

means that it has a highly credible plan to present to internal

and external stakeholders. Predictive simulation and analyt-

ics has quickly become an invaluable tool in communicating

with the organrzation's management team and company stake-

holders. It can demonstrate the robustness of strategic plans to

investors, providing transparency and instilling confidence to

support more than $10 million of new caprtal investment. It
has been invaluable in securing wider stakeholder engagement

and buy-in, including the manufacturing workforce, subcon-

tractors, customers and new sales prospects. It was a key dif:
ferentiator in winning a recent multimillion-dolIar contract.

Success story 3: A worldwide automotive company used

,r.r.r,.t asset performance analytrcs to understand the opera-

tional and OEE implications of specific human interactions

and decisions. This major production company has access to

tremendous amounts of performance dtta across a wide range

ofproduction situations. To take advantage of this data and the

statistical technology available, the orgarLrzation assigned a de-

sign team the challenge ofmodeling and simulating the impli-
cations ofpast performance on future state production designs.

This predictive simulation and analysis project specifically

aimed to develop control logic for two production lines to

optimrze the decal processes applied to more than 2,000 parts

across numerous models and vehicle options. This control

logic needed to find a distribution logic that would optimize

direct andindirect staffing levels for the two production lines.

The team collected historical performan ce data across a wide

range ofproduction situations at extremely short performance

intervals. Historical direct and indirect labor staffing was cor-

related to this data, and statistical predictive models were de-

veloped to identify periods of high labor performance. The

analyttcs were used to explatn all performance variations and

then provide the specific data requirements for future state

simulations.

The team used these models to challenge the accepted staff-

ing models. The new staffing models offered solutions with
specific yet flexible labor and staffrng assignments based on

hourly volume, mix, changing labor content and seemingly

unpredictable interferences. This integration into the orga-

ntzation's traditional production monitoring systems ensured

manageable solutions to a complicated staffing assignment.

The intent of analytics is not to replace the current pro-

duction monitoring system. Rather, analytics will ensure the

system remains relevant as factors that influence perforrnance

change. The technical aspects of each of these remarkable im-
provement programs have required a commitment from man-

agement. The timing for these modeling improvement results

has varied based on complexity, team commitment, informa-

tion access and a variety of other project considerations. It has

been shown that in general, signrficant team knowledge was

gained in weeks, signi ficant improvement gained in months

and significant cost improvements were and will be sustained

over the asset's remaining life.

$imulatisn san tlutline your future
Predictive simulation modeling has proven capable of deliver-

ing a wide range of operational benefits, including improving

and supporting significant production design and improve-

ment initiatives. The effectiveness and tangible business im-

pacts from advanced predictive analyttcs methods such as sim-

ulation are enhanced by today's availability of better, relevant

operatio nal data and computing power. This means that such

techniques are progressively becoming required tools to secure

afi orgafirzatiofi's comp etitive adv antage .

This article highlighted several important considerations

that should be addressed and suggest ed a systematic approach

that will create a continuous pattern ofimprovement. Careful-

ly adhering to the presented outline can provide a sustainable

framework for an organrzation to develop analytical methods

and business intelligence for production design and operation-

al improvement. *
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